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Same protection...Half the price!
EHOB® WAFFLE® Boot

AliMed® Air Boot

as low as

5500

$

as low as

19

$

✔ Two adjustable inflation zones

✔ Two adjustable inflation zones

✔ Cushion-soft flannel interior

✔ Cushion-soft flannel interior

✔ Pressure-free, fully suspended heel

✔ Pressure-free, fully suspended heel

✔ Waterproof wipeable vinyl exterior

✔ Waterproof wipeable vinyl exterior

EHOB Foot WAFFLE Heel Elevator suspends heel off surface of bed
while cradling the calf. Air-venting holes and cotton lining keep patient cool,
dry, and comfortable. Heel flap can be removed and flipped under the calf,
creating an area of zero pressure under the heel while supporting and elevating
calf and heel. Optional hand pump sold separately. One size. Made in USA.
®

#ZW66122
#ZW6612206
#ZW66223

®

Heel Elevator.......................$ 59.99 ea
6/cs ........................................330.00 cs (55.00 ea!)
Hand Pump, 2/pk.....................14.95 pk

Suggested code: E0370

EHOB® and WAFFLE® are registered trademarks of EHOB, Inc.

ORDER NOW!

CLICK

99

AliMed® Air Boot offers you full heel suspension at half the price of
competitive inflatable boots. Easy-to-clean, lightweight boot uses a cushion of
air to elevate the lower leg for complete pressure relief and improved airflow to
the heel. Low-shear exterior slides easily to help improve bed mobility. Fluidresistant vinyl exterior with soft flannel interior. One size. Made in USA.

#ZW66160
#ZW66 16006
#ZW66222

Inflated* ................................$ 34.95 ea
Inflated, 6/cs*.........................174.00 cs (29.00 ea!)
Un-inflated, 25/cs**...............499.75 cs (19.99 ea!)

#ZW66223

Replacement Pump, 2/pk .......$14.95 pk

*Includes one free pump **Includes five free pumps
Suggested code: E0370
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